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DRAMATIC
ENTRANCES
Two rising stars emerge from the
shadow of Lady Gaga as gifted
stylemakers in their own right
WORDS TIFFANY JOW IMAGE MARK LEIBOWITZ

To construct a costume worthy of Lady Gaga,
a certain outside-the-box thinking is required—making
like-minded LA-based designers Oscar Olima and
Franc Fernandez a fitting duo for the deed. Their
collaborations span a constellation-inspired frock
for a New Year’s Eve performance to patriotically
styling the “Telephone” music video for the icon
known for her moody, sculptured ensembles, which
have catapulted her novice outfitters to the fore
nearly overnight.
Emboldened by their brevity of experience and raw
talent, the outsiders, aged 25 and 24 respectively,
showcase a point of view fresh enough to be embraced
by the inner circle of the fashion and art worlds alike.
Olima met Fernandez via LA’s thriving social
circuit, where Fernandez made a name for himself
by donning handmade headgear to parties at the
city’s posh Mustache Mondays club. His skeletal pieces
immediately caught Olima’s eye, and a friendship
ensued. Since then, they’ve occasionally joined forces
to create looks for Gaga; meanwhile, their individual
ventures have taken on a life of their own.
A Los Angeles native of El Salvadorian descent,
Olima was introduced to patternmaking at an early
age by his grandmother, a seasoned seamstress who
remains central to his creative support system today.
He later enrolled in a local fashion program and
took a position at Park Pleating, where he developed
custom trims for BCBG Max Azria, St. John and
Rodarte. In 2009, Olima struck out on his own with
an eponymous collection, and after spreading the
word received a phone call from a friend asking him
to make Gaga a vinyl cape for the American Music
Awards overnight. “Ever since then, people started
noticing me,” Olima says. “My whole career took a
turn for the better.”
His inaugural fall/winter 2010 collection, Tredecim
(Latin for 13), takes cues from Mexican culture’s
emphasis on, and celebration of, death. Using silk
organza, tulle, patent leather and wool, Olima created
13 looks using his hands-on design process that
underline his non-traditional draping and construction
technique. “I wanted to create a powerful image of
worship,” Olima says, noting the collection’s braided
lamb leather and tangled pleating details. “The collection

Bones and Kid Cudi to photographer Hedi Slimane
and fashion designer Brian Lichtenberg, with whom
Fernandez collaborated for Lichtenberg’s spring/summer
2009 show. One of his geometric webs sprouted
from Christina Aguilera’s platinum tresses on the cover
of Out magazine in June, while halos of flowers the
talent braided on-site for a recent Vogue Hommes
Japan shoot flawlessly embodied Slimane’s heavenly visions last spring.
Following the success of his first line, Blanc,
Fernandez will launch a sequel sometime this fall,
informed by the themes of protection and filtering.
“The underlying idea in my work is juxtaposition,”
he says. “I’ve always admired accessories as the centerpiece of any look. You can dress sharp and plain, but
throw on a massive broach and it changes everything.”
While their private projects flourish, Fernandez
and Olima continue to keep a constant dialogue
of ideas flowing. “We work well together because
we’re both respectful of each other’s talent and know
how to complement each other,” Olima explains.
As their careers continue to gain momentum, their
youthful ambition remains intact. “I want to rule
the world, to be quite honest,” Olima says. “I want
my own empire—menswear, shoes, accessories,
perfumes, hotels, ice cubes—I want my line to go
the limit.” In many ways, they’re on the right track.
francfernandez.com, olimaatelier.com
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(THIS PAGE) BALSA-WOOD ACCORDION
AND TRIANGLE HATS, FRANC FERNANDEZ.
(OPPOSITE, CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT) WOOL
DRESS WITH BRAIDED-LAMBSKIN SHOULDERS,
OLIMA. SILK ORGANZA TOP WITH PLEATED

is basically my attempt at making a sophisticated
being who is at once feminine and masculine.” He’s
currently fixed on his spring/summer 2011 line,
Paraiso, in which he plans to formally present his
most risky work to date, and on the runway for
the first time.
Starting on a route different from Olima, Argentinaborn, California-bred Fernandez studied architecture
and graphic design at the Art Center College of
Design. Upon graduation, he freelanced for a private
development company in downtown LA, working
closely with architects as they constructed building
models. “That’s what really inspired me to throw
that sort of thing on my head,” he says. “The first hats
were basically simply-shaped architecture models
with elastic straps.” An active player in the city’s club
scene, Fernandez went searching for a way to set
himself apart, and decided to reinvent the accessory.
The idea made its way to center stage quickly.
Like Olima, local Griffith Park boutique New High
(M)art saw Fernandez’s caged chapeaus out and
about and asked him to contribute pieces to its in-house
futuristic exhibition, Cosmic Collision, in 2008. A bevy
of inquiries followed suit, from pop stars Ebony
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PLEATED PATENT-LEATHER JACKET AND
WOOL HIGH-WAIST TROUSERS, ALL OLIMA.
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